proads

urban vision
To create a home that is stylish and functional, modern
flourishes plus practical touches were put into place

LIVING Decked in black galaxy granite floor tiles, the highly
polished surface creates a contemporary effect for the house.
The main draw is the rotational feature wall, which separates
the living from the dining, and enables the homeowners to
enjoy their favourite programmes while dining in.

#Decor Idea
Wincy designed a oneof-a-kind wall clock
feature according
to the homeowners’
wishes, jazzing up the
otherwise bare wall
with a quirky detail.
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Fact File
Space
Size
Location
Home to
Designer

5-room HDB flat unit
1,353 square feet
Tampines
A married couple
Wincy Tang from
		 Rhiss Interior
RENO PERIOD 6 weeks

KITCHEN (top) Keeping everything strictly
monochrome, the kitchen adopted an
open-concept plan to maximise natural light
penetration. An island cabinet with two-way
storage access is then added to fill up the
free space.
MASTER BEDROOM (middle) This
chic sanctuary reflects the entire home’s
modernistic look perfectly. It is swathed in
dark tones and spiced up with pops of red.
The original bathroom doorway was initially
facing the bed, signifying poor fengshui.
Hence, Wincy formed a concealed door on
the feature wall. The bedside table doubles as
a TV console, and is used to make room for a
walkway beside the bed.
DINING (bottom left) On the opposite side
of the rotational feature wall are two artworks,
with the subtle purpose of embellishing
the walls. A customised dining table comes
into view, which is made extra long for the
homeowners to hold steamboat gatherings
and entertain guests. Overhead, a sleek
pendent light casts a tasteful silhouette.
BATHROOM (bottom right) Tapping into
a hotel-style interior scheme, the bathrooms
are clad in earthy hues to maintain the cosy
atmosphere that flows throughout the home.
To liven up the dark interiors, muted colours
are presented to soften the heavy feel.

With over 10 years of interior design experience between its founders, it
goes without saying that Rhiss Interior Pte Ltd has the expertise to turn
dream homes into reality. Besides that, its dynamic team of talented
designers is always ready to transform empty rooms into innovative
spaces for living, work and play! Armed with rich experience, creative
ideas, practical interior solutions and most importantly, passion, you can
be sure that your abode will be in the good hands of this dream team.

Rhiss Interior Pte Ltd
1 Balestier Road Singapore 329670
Tel: (65) 6392 2282
Fax: (65) 6392 2232
Email: sales@rhissinterior.com
Web: www.rhissinterior.com.sg
www.rhissinterior.com
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